
at the MAC Marginalia
Mícheál McCann

In 1907 the 374 jewels that composed the Irish Crown Jewels 
went missing from Dublin Castle while under the supposed 
protection of Arthur Vicars, the Ulster King of Arms. A 
subsequent Scotland Yard investigation uncovered a coterie of 
homosexuals resident within Dublin Castle, and the investigation 
was halted. Francis Shackleton, Vicars “housemate” for two years, 
was one of the prime suspects, but left Ireland shortly after and 
fell into obscurity. Stripped of rank and reputation, Vicars was 
pulled from his home years later by a local IRA regiment and 
forced to watch his house burn down, then was shot. The 
Scotland Yard report was “lost”, and the jewels were never found.

Oh Francis,

I haven’t much time to say what things
occur to me now. Worse this letter 
may never reach you; what address 
could you possess now your heart’s sent
you fleeing. When could you stop running?
If the most we may say is in hint then
let us recall in wanton euphemism
how decent, if eccentric men 
like us happened across one another,
shared one cigarette under a lamplight,
or in the shadow of the Albert Clock,
knocked a little bit about the town,
partook in several midnight suppers.
Frank, if I had one minute more on this
bursting world I would take it entirely
in those precious, shaded dalliances.
I am brought to my knees now by men
who have provoked Kilmorna into flame;
they want me to watch the house
char and collapse but little do they appreciate 
I was born onto marshy, boggy ground,
unsteady terrain ahead of me always,
and will die on it now… 
I was never truly at ease in Bedford Tower
or sheltering beneath those stone columns
for a smoke as men passed with attaché cases.
They could never imagine those parties.
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Allow me this last peace of imagination:
you on the back of a deep-brown horse,
trotting towards Ulster. The sky is clear.
The Order of Saint Patrick, pilfered,
clings to your skin underneath a thread-vest,
dressing a sleekit neck that is well-warmed
by some man’s attention. May it persist
that pulse in your throat, and those jewels
disturbed slightly with each throb of you.
My home is a window into flame; embers leap
upwards from the fire like orange butterflies,
and in the eyes of the man in front of me
I see glimmers of my fast-ruining home, yes,
but imagine them to be those jewels I lost.
A final gift of sorts, you might say. Imp! 
Throwing your head back, gallivanting.
The fire is laughing heartily with you…
I hope your journey north or seaward
is short and peaceful, but I suspect 
it has barely begun. ‘Horizon’ was a word
that means too much to men like us.
Thrust on toward it Frank, and sometime 
you’ll land on a rain-softened, kinder soil.
If you ever return to this glade visit me.
I’ll be near some prayer of running water.

Bless you, bless your whole life.

A. 


